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September 1st announcement
The Planet’s Most Comprehensive Carbon Neutral Managed Print Service Offering*

Press Release

*Based on results of third-party (WSP) research for HP of OEM MPS providers with carbon neutral offers as of June 2020. “Comprehensive” means the planet’s only globally certified carbon neutral MPS service
that covers lifecycle emissions due to raw material extraction, manufacturing, transportation, use of HP printers, Original HP supplies, and paper, and end of service.
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ENABLER OF BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
THE KEY PILLARS

HP MPS HELPS YOU

HP MPS UNLOCKS

HP MPS CREATES

GROW WITH THE CLOUD

RETURN ON INNOVATION

ADAPTIVE WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS

SECURITY

SECURITY

SECURITY

Protecting your documents & data in an evolving, fast
moving cloud environment

Creating a secure environment where businesses
relentlessly test to learn without risk

Keeping you connected, productive & secure wherever you
need to be

THE REASONS TO BELIEVE
PERSONALISED
END-USER EXPERIENCES

SECURE WORK FROM
ANYWHERE TEAMS

THE CORE STRENGTH
TRUSTED GLOBAL EXPERT

COLLABORATIVE, CREATIVE
PARTNERSHIPS

DATA TRANSPARENCY &
ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

SECURE, FRICTIONLESS &
BORDERLESS WORKFLOWS

OPTIMIZED
BUSINESS RETURNS

THE CORE STRENGTH
DOING THINGS THE RIGHT WAY WITH AN ECO-FORWARD MINDSET

COO
T h e Lyn c h p in
The CO O is t he lync hpin in t he group. They have the ear of
t he CEO & t hey are up clo s e w ith t he d aily real ities of t he

bus iness . They are of ten t as ked w it h landing large scale
cor porate initiat ives & t hey wo rk ve r y clos e ly w it h bot h IT
& pro c ure me nt to bu ild t he co mpany’s te c h e co s yste m .
But t he ir ro le has t ra d itiona lly b e e n a n e xe c ut io nal o ne.
We ne ed to mot ivate CO O s to not o nly init iate t he purc has e
but

al so

to

embrace

t he

oppor t unit y

to

rele ntlessly

opt imize t he ir c ar b o n e miss io ns mov ing fo r wards .
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TA L K I N G I N T H E R I G H T W AY
COO

RISK-TOLERANT

WHAT THEY LOVE TO HEAR ABOUT…

RISK-AVERSE

TRUSTING

SCEPTICAL

OPTIMISTIC

PRAGMATIC

FORCEFUL

ACCOMMODATING

DELIBERATE

FAST-PACED

MATTER OF FACT

EXPRESSIVE

AUTONOMOUS

ASSERTIVE
DIRECT
COMPETITIVE

Measurable Results
Bold Ambitions

COLLABORATIVE

SUPPORTING

DOMINANT

Data-driven Optimization
Leadership Positions

L EAD I N G T EAM S

B I G C H ALLEN G ES

T AKI N G C H AR G E

P R O F ES S I ON AL G R O WT H

D EL I V ER I N G R ES U L T S

AM B I T I O U S G O ALS

Scalable Solution
Effortless Execution
Seamless Integration

M O V I N G T O O S L O WL Y

P EO P LE B LI N D LY S U P P O R T I N G O T H ER S

L AC K O F F L EX I B I L I T Y

KEEP I N G Q U I ET

M I S S I N G D EAD LI N ES

AN ALYS I S P AR ALYS I S

CONTENT DETAIL
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OUR VALUE PROPOSITION

The planet’s most comprehensive carbon neutral Managed Print Services offering1

Only big ideas & even bigger commitments will be enough to protect the wellbeing of our planet, people & communities
So at HP, we are making it simple for MPS customers to advance their climate goals with carbon neutral printing

By reducing carbon emissions across our entire value chain, relentlessly optimizing customer usage behaviors & investing in carbon offsets,
HP is stepping up to address the lifetime carbon footprint of every HP print solution

1 Based on results of third-party (WSP) research for HP of OEM MPS providers with carbon neutral offers as of June 2020. “Comprehensive” means the planet’s only globally certified carbon neutral MPS service that covers lifecycle emissions due to
raw material extraction, manufacturing, transportation, use of HP printers, Original HP supplies, and paper and end of service.
See notes section below for Print Legal Implementation Guide
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MESSAGING

HP MPS makes it simple for you to…

HP MPS makes it simple for you to…

HP MPS makes it simple for you to…

HAVE CERTIFIED CARBON NEUTRAL PRINTING

RELENTLESSLY REDUCE CARBON EMISSIONS

INSPIRE TEAMS & PARTNERS

OUR MESSAGE TO THE CUSTOMER

OUR MESSAGE TO THE CUSTOMER

OUR MESSAGE TO THE CUSTOMER

Count on carbon neutral printing without
disrupting your business

Optimize print usage & measure progress towards
reducing emissions with real time data

Engage teams & partners with your commitment to
fighting climate change & supporting communities

HOW HP DELIVERS

HOW HP DELIVERS

HOW HP DELIVERS

By reducing carbon emissions across our entire value
chain & investing in carbon offsets, HP is stepping up
to address the lifetime carbon footprint of every HP
print solution

HP’s SIRA (Sustainable Impact Reporting & Analytics)
platform shows how your fleet is performing in real
time & unlocks optimization opportunities

HP partners with leading organizations to verify
emissions and invest in socially conscious projects
that support communities, biodiversity
conservation, wind power & native forest
regeneration
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HP MPS
SHORT MESSAGING
Take advantage of this messaging for key communications like online
banner ads

Count on carbon neutral printing without disrupting your business

Optimize print usage & measure progress towards reducing emissions with real time data

Engage teams & partners with your commitment to fighting climate change & supporting communities
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HP MPS
HP makes it simple for our customers to achieve zero carbon printing
MEDIUM MESSAGING
Consider using this messaging in social posts & infographics

Count on carbon neutral printing without disrupting your business
By reducing carbon emissions across our entire value chain & investing in carbon offsets, HP is stepping up to address
the lifetime carbon footprint of every HP print solution
Optimize print usage & measure progress towards reducing emissions with real time data

HP’s unique SIRA (Sustainable Impact Reporting & Analytics) platform shows how your fleet is performing in real time
& unlocks optimization opportunities
Engage teams & partners with your commitment to fighting climate change & supporting communities
HP partners with leading organizations to verify emissions and invest in socially conscious projects that support
communities, biodiversity conservation, wind power & native forest regeneration
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HP MPS
HP makes it simple for our customers to achieve zero carbon printing
HP is committed to ensuring a more sustainable future for our planet, people, & communities. Our
groundbreaking innovation helps customers meet their environmental goals & improves the
vitality & resilience of our local communities
LONG MESSAGING
Consider using this messaging in blog articles, white papers & landing
pages

Count on carbon neutral printing without disrupting your business
By reducing carbon emissions across our entire value chain, relentlessly optimizing customer usage behaviors &
offsetting all remaining emissions, HP is stepping up to address the lifetime carbon footprint of every HP print
solution
Optimize print usage & measure progress towards reducing emissions with real time data
HP’s unique SIRA (Sustainable Impact Reporting & Analytics) platform shows how your fleet is performing in real time
allowing you to measure progress & unlock optimization opportunities. Get actionable insight into how you can take
immediate steps towards lowering your carbon emissions
Engage teams & partners with your commitment to fighting climate change & supporting communities
HP partners with leading organizations to verify emissions and invest in socially conscious projects that support
communities, biodiversity conservation, wind power & native forest regeneration. Customers, teams & partners can
explore these exciting projects, powered by innovative technologies – making your sustainability efforts more than a
number
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TALKING TO THE COO
ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY

HP MPS makes it simple for you to be carbon neutral
certified, measure & optimize print behaviors,
inspiring customers, teams & partners with your
commitment to carbon neutrality
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CONSUMER JOURNEY
COO

REALIZING THE OPPORTUNITY

LEARNING MORE

CONVINCING OTHERS

Every new HP MPS solution will be
100% carbon neutral

Our Carbon Neutral commitment
begins with our products & suppliers.
We challenge ourselves to design
printers & manufacturing processes
with low carbon impact

HP MPS is a simple way for your
printing to be certified carbon neutral
& advance your corporate climate
goals

By reducing carbon emissions across
our entire value chain & investing in
carbon offsets, HP is stepping up to
address the lifetime carbon footprint
of every HP print solution

We also work closely with every
customer, analyzing real-time printer
fleet data to measure progress &
discover how we can relentlessly
optimize print usage to reduce their
network wide carbon emissions

Finally we partner with leading
organizations to verify emissions, &
support rigorously vetted, socially
conscious projects in areas such as
biodiversity conservation, wind power
& native forest regeneration to offset
any remaining emissions

Through HP you will be partnering
with socially conscious projects that
support communities, powered by
frontier technologies making your
corporate sustainability efforts more
than a number
HP’s unique SIRA (Sustainable Impact
Reporting & Analytics) platform shows
how the fleet is performing in real
time
&
unlocks
optimization
opportunities

MAKING CHANGE HAPPEN
SIRA product info
Customer case studies
Project stories

Content Summary
Percolate Campaign link
Asset Hub Folder link
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Content mapping for the journey

CONTENT THAT FITS

AWARENESS

Listicle – Five steps
towards leading a more
sustainable workplace

Sustainability and
business- understanding
the broader value

MESSAGING

EXISTING HP ASSETS

CONSIDERATION

eBook – accelerated digital
transformation with
sustainability initiatives

Article 1: A carbon neutral
plan promotes people and
businesses

Article 2: A carbon neutral
future is necessary to
protect our planet

Article 3: Carbon neutrality
strengthens our
communities

EVALUATION

CONTENT SUMMARY

CONTENT DETAIL

NEW CARBON NEUTRAL
CONTENT- WIP

NEW CARBON NEUTRAL
CONTENT- COMPLETE

PURCHASE

Interactive PDF- Carbon neutral printing for
the planet, people and communities**

Carbon Neutral MPS Customer
Presentation

Brief – HP MPS provides certified carbon
neutral printing

Carbon Neutral MPS Customer Brief

Brief – Paving the way to minimize
the carbon impact of printing (SIRA)
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Asset Hub Folder link

Type

Asset Name

Journey Stage

Status

AH link to source files AH link to driver assets

Listicle

Five steps towards leading a more sustainable
workplace

Awareness

Complete

Source files

Driver assets

eBook

Aligning accelerated digital transformation with
sustainability initiatives

Consideration

Complete

Source files

Driver assets

Article

Sustainability and business- understanding the
broader value

Awareness

Complete

Source files

Driver assets

Series- Article 1

A carbon neutral future is necessary to positively
impact our planet

Consideration

Complete

Source files

Driver assets

Series- Article 2

A carbon neutral plan promotes people and
businesses

Consideration

Complete

Source files

Driver assets

Series- Article 3

Carbon neutrality strengthens our communities

Consideration

Complete

Source files

Driver assets

Brochure

Paving the way to minimize the carbon impact of
printing (SIRA)

Purchase

Complete

Source files

n/a

Interactive PDF

Carbon neutral printing for the planet, people and
communities

Evaluation

Complete

Source files

n/a

Brief

HP MPS provides certified carbon neutral printing

Evaluation

Complete

Source files

n/a

Presentation

A simple way to protect the future of our planet,
people & communities

Purchase

Complete

Source files

n/a

Brief

A simple way to protect the future of our planet,
people & communities

Purchase

Complete

Source files

n/a

HP Carbon Neutral MPS

Carbon Neutral Sales Tools & Training

Training
• Solutions Source Training Resources
• Webinar Training
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HP.com

Carbon Neutral Links
• www.hp.com/go/MPSCarbonNeutral
• www.hp.com/MPSCarbonNeutral

Customer Presentation

Carbon Neutral Certification
Customer Brief
• US English - LTR
• UK English - A4

CONTENT SUMMARY

CONTENT DETAIL

HP Carbon Neutral MPS

Other HP Sustainability Resources

Sustainable Impact Website – www.hp.com/sustainableimpact

2019 Sustainable Impact Report – For the executive summary click here

2019 Human Rights Progress Report
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Visual Directory of Assets
Percolate Campaign link
Asset Hub Folder link
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Asset Screenshots

Listicle
Five steps towards leading a
more sustainable workplace
250x250 banner screenshot

A listicle outlining the ways businesses can
advance their organisation’s sustainability,
including developing a sustainability
roadmap, educating and empowering
employees, and examining the supply chain.

EDM Screenshot

Asset Hub link
Driver asset link

Social post screenshots

CONTENT DETAIL
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Asset Screenshots

eBook
Aligning accelerated digital
transformation with
sustainability initiatives
250x250 banner screenshot

An eBook discussing the ways digital
transformation and sustainability can be
aligned. Sections include the current state
of play, how DX can advance sustainability
goals, and finishes by covering how MPS
can contribute.

EDM Screenshot

Asset Hub link
Driver asset link

Social post screenshots

CONTENT DETAIL
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Asset Screenshots

Article
Sustainability and businessunderstanding the broader
value
250x250 banner screenshot

An article making the business case for
sustainability, arguing that businesses
benefit from being more sustainable as
well as the planet.

EDM Screenshot

Asset Hub link
Driver asset link

Social post screenshots
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Asset Screenshots

Article Series
Article 1: A carbon neutral future
is necessary to protect our planet
An article that outlines how HP carbon
neutral MPS, and broader sustainability
initiatives, benefit the natural environment
and helps protect the planet for the future.

250x250 banner screenshot

EDM Screenshot

Asset Hub link
Driver asset link

Social post screenshots

CONTENT DETAIL
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Asset Screenshots

Article Series
Article 2: A carbon neutral plan
promotes people and businesses
An article that outlines how HP carbon
neutral MPS, and broader sustainability
initiatives, benefit businesses and their
employees, by empowering them
behind the sustainability cause.

250x250 banner screenshot

EDM Screenshot

Asset Hub link
Driver asset link

Social post screenshots

CONTENT DETAIL
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Asset Screenshots

Article Series
Article 3: Carbon neutrality
strengthens our communities
An article that outlines how HP carbon
neutral MPS, and broader sustainability
initiatives, help to strengthen communities
by contributing to carbon offset projects
across the world.

250x250 banner screenshot

EDM Screenshot

Asset Hub link
Driver asset link

Social post screenshots

CONTENT DETAIL
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Asset Screenshots

Brief
HP MPS provides certified
carbon neutral printing
A brief outlining the fact that HP MPS is
the world’s first certified carbon neutral
managed print service, and what this
means for HP MPS customers.

Asset Hub link

Concentra link

MESSAGING

CONTENT SUMMARY

CONTENT DETAIL
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Asset Screenshots

Interactive Brochure
Carbon neutral printing for the
planet, people and communities
This asset outlines the community and
environmental benefits of each carbon offset
project that HP supports in coordination with
Natural Capital Partners. The projects are
supported as part of HP’s carbon neutral MPS
offering.

Asset Hub link

Concentra link

MESSAGING

CONTENT SUMMARY

CONTENT DETAIL
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Asset Screenshots

Brochure
Paving the way to minimize the
carbon impact of printing (SIRA)
This brochure introduces HP’s Sustainable
Impact Reporting & Analytics platform, and
outlines the benefits that HP MPS customers
enjoy as a result of the fleet performance
tracking and related optimizations that can
be achieved to reduce the carbon footprint of
their HP print solution.

Asset Hub link

Concentra link

MESSAGING
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Asset Screenshots

Customer
Presentation
A simple way to protect the
future of our planet, people &
communities
Presentation outlining the premise of HP’s
carbon neutral MPS, with a double-click on
each of the 3 pillars which make up the
offering, and a Why HP section to support the
presentation if needed. Intended for use by
Sales team with customers.

Asset Hub link

MESSAGING
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HP Carbon Neutral MPS
Asset Screenshots

Customer Brief
A simple way to protect the
future of our planet, people &
communities
Brief offering an overview of HP’s carbon
neutral MPS, how it helps reduce and offset
emissions related to printing for customers.
The presentation outlined on the previous
slide provides more detail.

Asset Hub link

MESSAGING
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Asset Screenshots

Video
HP Managed Print Services:
Certified Carbon Neutral Printing |
Sustainable Impact
HP Managed Print Services (MPS) offers
Certified Carbon Neutral Printing, making it
easy to advance your sustainability goals
without business disruption.

YouTube link – full video
Full length Adobe DAM
Cutdown – Anneliese Olsen

Cutdown – MPS no disruption
Cutdown – MPS climate
change

MESSAGING

CONTENT SUMMARY

CONTENT DETAIL

Appendix – Driver copy in detail

HP MPS

CARBON NEUTRAL

DRIVER ASSETS : SOCIAL POST COPY LinkedIn & Facebook
ASSET

ASSET FORMAT

5 considerations for leading a more
sustainable workplace.

Listicle

How is digital transformation changing the
sustainability goals of businesses.

EBook

INDV ASSET

INTRODUCTORY TEXT (CHARACTERS MAX
IMAGE TEXT
150)

HEADLINE/CTA (CHARACTERS MAX
70)

Drive your organization towards a
Listicle
Begin your sustainability journey
sustainable future. See how small efforts 5 steps towards today
can go a long way… www.bit.ly/xxxxxx leading a more
sustainable
workplace
How can organizations use technology eBook
Align DX and carbon neutral goals
and partnerships to become more
Aligning digital
sustainable? Find out in this eBook
transformation
www.bit.ly/xxxxxx
with sustainability
initiatives

Investing in sustainability delivers long- Article
term benefits for your business and the Sustainability and
planet. www.bit.ly/xxxxxx
business:
understanding the
broader value
3 Articles and EDMs Article 1 - Planet HP Managed Print Services offer a more Article
sustainable path for our planet. Read this Carbon neutral
article to find out how www.bit.ly/xxxxxx printing benefits
the planet
Article 2 - People HP Managed Print Services offer a more Article
sustainable path for your people. Read Carbon neutral
this article to find out how
printing benefits
www.bit.ly/xxxxxx
your people
Article 3 HP Managed Print Services offer a more Article
Community
sustainable path for our communities. Carbon neutral
Read this article to find out how
printing benefits
www.bit.ly/xxxxxx
our communities

CTA BUTTON
Download
Listicle

Download
eBook

The total cost vs total value of sustainability in Article
the workplace

Take action towards carbon
neutrality today

Download
Article

Carbon Neutral for People, Planet,
Communities

Make your printing carbon neutral

Download
Article

Make your printing carbon neutral

Download
Article

Make your printing carbon neutral

Download
Article

HP MPS

CARBON NEUTRAL

DRIVER ASSETS : BANNER AD COPY
ASSET

ASSET FORMAT

INDV ASSET

5 considerations for leading a more
sustainable workplace.

Listicle

Listicle
5 steps towards leading a more sustainable workplace

How is digital transformation changing the
sustainability goals of businesses.

EBook

eBook
Aligning digital transformation with sustainability initiatives

The total cost vs total value of sustainability in Article
the workplace
Carbon Neutral for People, Planet,
Communities

IMAGE TEXT (3-5 WORDS)

Article
Sustainability and business: understanding the broader value

3 Articles and EDMs Article 1 - Planet Article
Carbon neutral printing benefits the planet
Article 2 - People Article
Carbon neutral printing benefits your people
Article 3 Community

Article
Carbon neutral printing benefits our communities

HP MPS

CARBON NEUTRAL

Email copy

LISTICLE: 5 considerations for leading a more sustainable workplace
Listicle:
5 ways to lead a more sustainable workplace

Subject Line 1:
Start your sustainability journey with these five steps
Subject Line 2:
[Listicle] Five steps towards leading a more sustainable workplace
Headline:
Kickstart your sustainability journey.
Body Copy:
Companies are beginning to realize the business value of developing a corporate sustainability strategy, and nine out of 10 businesses worldwide see the pandemic recovery
efforts as an opportunity to incorporate greener business practices. In our sustainable workplace listicle, we outline five practical actions companies can take, including:
• Developing a sustainability roadmap
• Educating and empowering employees
• Examining the supply chain

Read the listicle now to learn how your company can embed sustainability goals into its business and workplace strategy.
Read now
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CARBON NEUTRAL

Email copy

EBOOK: How is digital transformation changing sustainability goals of businesses
eBook:
Aligning accelerated digital transformation with sustainability initiatives
Subject Line 1:
Learn how technology and partnerships enhance sustainability
Subject Line 2:
[eBook] Aligning accelerated digital transformation with sustainability initiatives

Headline:
The convergence of digital transformation and sustainability.
Body Copy:
Corporations around the world have had both digital transformation and sustainability on their agenda for years. This presents a unique opportunity for organizations
to align the needs and goals of both, which we explore in our eBook that covers:
• The current state of play for digital transformation
• How digital transformation can advance sustainability goals
• How managed services can support digital transformation and sustainability initiatives
Download the eBook now to discover how your organization can align its digital transformation and sustainability goals through technology and partnerships.
Download now
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Email copy

ARTICLE: Sustainability and business – understanding the broader value
Article:
Sustainability and business – understanding the broader value
Subject Line 1:
Understanding the business case for sustainability
Subject Line 2:
{Article] Sustainability and business: understanding the broader value
Headline:
Understanding the broader value of sustainability
Body Copy:
Once viewed as a cost, sustainability practices have since proven to be attractive investments, with more than half of consumers willing to pay more for sustainable
products and 61% of employees believing that sustainability is mandatory for modern businesses. In our new article, we reveal the true impact of sustainability initiatives,
including:
• Sustainability’s hidden business value
• Value beyond the business
• The real cost of inaction
Read the article now and discover how sustainability is a long-term investment that benefits both your business and the planet.
Read now
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Email copy

ARTICLE 1: Carbon neutral for the planet
Article:
Carbon Neutral for People, Planet, Communities – Planet

Subject Line 1:
One simple step organizations can take towards carbon neutrality
Subject Line 2:
[Article] A carbon neutral future is necessary to protect our planet
Headline:
Help protect the planet with HP Managed Print Services
Body Copy:
Climate change is one of the biggest issues facing humanity today. To save the planet from climate catastrophe, businesses need to collectively move towards carbon
neutrality. As a business ourself, HP prioritizes sustainability, both internally and for our customers. From forest-first HP branded paper, to print cartridge recycling
programs, carbon neutral certification and more, our Managed Print Service helps organizations around the world get one step closer to carbon neutrality.
Read the article now and see how your organization can partner with HP Managed Print Services to play a bigger role in protecting the planet’s future.
Read now
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Email copy

ARTICLE 2 : Carbon neutral for the people
Article:
Carbon Neutral for People, Planet, Communities – People
Subject Line 1:
How can carbon neutrality empower your workforce?
Subject Line 2:
[Article] A carbon neutral plan promotes people and businesses
Headline:
Support a sustainable future with HP Managed Print Services
Body Copy:
The world is rallying to combat climate change. Consumers are increasingly choosing sustainable products and services, and employees now prefer working
for organizations that are committed to environmental, social and governance programs. This means that the businesses who rise to address climate change will thrive in
the future – and one simple step your organization can take is to engage with HP Managed Print Service for certified carbon neutral printing.
Read the article now and see how HP Managed Print Services can help your organization create a thriving future for people and for itself.

Read now

HP MPS
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Email copy

ARTICLE 3 : Carbon neutral for the community
Article:
Carbon Neutral for People, Planet, Communities – Communities
Subject Line 1:
How do carbon neutral organizations benefit communities?
Subject Line 2:
[Article] Carbon neutrality strengthens our communities
Headline:
Strengthen local communities with HP Managed Print Services
Body Copy:
Climate change is threatening the health, wealth and viability of communities around the world, creating an urgent need for organizations to prioritize carbon neutrality.
Beyond implementing sustainable practices, organizations should also seek service partners that can support their sustainability goals. As a certified carbon neutral
service, HP Managed Print Services not only provides sustainable printing, but also invests in carbon offset projects to support communities across the globe.
Read the article now and see how HP Managed Print Services can help your organization contribute towards protecting vulnerable communities and advance your carbon
neutral agenda.
Read now

